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ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF CREATING LAQUER-PEEL
PROFILES (LACKPROFILE, LACKABZÜGE)
Alexandra Dutcon*, Jan Vladimir Pavel Pauliny-Toth**
* “1 Decembrie 1918” University Alba Iulia, Doctoral School; Alexandra_dutcon@yahoo.com
** ADV Archäologie-Dokumentation-Vermessung Gmbh, DE; Jan@Pauliny-Toth.de
Rezumat. Metodele obișnuite de creare a profilurilor duc la rezultate grele și greu de transportat.
Aceste metode implică pulverizarea unor cantități mari de agent de fixare pe o suprafață, care
apoi, odată întărită, este îndepărtată la o adâncime de aproximativ 1‒2 cm, sau prin introducerea
unui cadru de lemn se face îndepărtarea straturilor groase astfel încorporate și fixarea acestuia
pe loc.
Noi, prin încercări și erori, în cadrul companiei arheologice ADV Archäologie-Dokumentation-Vermessung Gmbh, am reușit să producem profile subțiri și flexibile. Avantajul
acestora este reproducerea de culoare semi-eternă a originalului (este o parte a originalului),
sedimente nisipoase, argiloase sau organice și straturi într-un format arhivabil. Profilele pot
fi capsate pe foaia de context, anexate în spatele lor, sau arhivate într-un index sau rulate.
Am produs reprezentări de sol având dimensiunile unei cărți poștale, care sunt mai mici
de 1 mm grosime și sunt flexibile, chiar pliabile, în cazul în care pliurile datorită împachetării
profilului sunt irelevante. Acestea pot fi atașate la straturi arheologice analogice și / sau documentație complexului.
Geologii pot folosi de asemenea această metodă.
În acest articol arătăm cum se pregătește, se creează și se poate face durabil orice dimensiune a unui profil arheologic sau geologic. Acest profil cu lac poate fi tăiat la anumite
dimensiuni și folosit chiar ca și o carte poștală.
Materiale necesar: pânză de broderie (Aida Stoff / Stick-Stoff în limba germană), lac
transparent pe bază de apă CLOU, lac transparent pe bază de solvent CLOU, două perii moi
de vopsit, încălzire radiantă în condiții de mediu umed (Fig. 1).
Cuvinte cheie: profile cu lac, starturi arheologice, metodă, descrieri ale solului, reproducerea
profilului original.

1. Introduction
This is a discussion about producing lightweight and pliable Laquer Soil Profiles or Surfaces and the techniques involved in preparing, producing and stabilising
lightweight soil reproductions using the original strata and extraneous materials.
To date, the production of laquer profiles yields fairly bulky results, which,
while suitable for viewing in a museum or other display context, are extremely heavy
and thus immobile. We have achieved the ability to produce thin, lightweight pliable
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and foldable soil representations using fairly cheap and simple methods, which are described below.
The first consideration is not as certain whether the soil being documented by
this method is suitable: the methods described only work on sandy, salty or clayey soils
with few large granular inclusions.
The soil may not be waterlogged, although we are researching a method using
a two-component self-hardening laquer, which will dry independent of external factors.
Also, it is use on gravel strata is being investigated in a forthcoming excavation in a
river plain near Ingolstadt, Germany.
Having decided that the soils to be conserved by this method are suitable, we
begin by choosing the area to be archived. On an excavation in Aschaffenburg (Theaterplatz, ArcTron, 2001) we recorded the cross section of a wooden barrel from a leatherworks, which was clearly visible, but ill preserved. The laquer profile was successful in depicting its wooden structure, the primary organic fill, a layer of hair and other
organic detritus, as well as the collapsed wooden lid will the ensuing upper fill composed of later strata subsiding into the area of collapse. The construction pit and it’s
backfill around the barrel were also visible; the profile is on exhibit in a museum in
Aschaffenburg, DE.
Upon selecting the surface to be recorded, it requires careful cleaning with a
fine, small trowel, to obtain as smooth and flat a surface as possible. This surface is
allowed to dry a little, so that a brush, about 4‒6cm wide, soft bristles, can be dipped
into the water soluble laquer, and generously and gently applied to the surface in question. This is repeated until saturation occurs.
Upon reaching this stage, the material, in
this case “Aida-Stoff” is gently, but firmly applied, the pressure occurring from the middle to
the outer sides. The material should be lightly in
contact with the soil.
A slight problem is encountered with
small pebbles or other salient protrusive objects;
the cloth may require a cross being incised into
the ensuing lump, to allow it to be pushed down
around the raised part. This phase is also carried
out from the center to the edges, to prevent wrinkling. As a rule, these smaller stones or objects
will be pulled out of the soil and will adhere correctly to the profile. If not, they are to be removed
by hand, and retained with their documented location (sketch, number) until they can be reapplied after removal of the profile strip.
Upon having completed the final positioning of the material, it is again soaked in water-based solvent, until saturated.
Fig. 1. Required Materials.
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If the cross incisions are too large, at this stage additional patches may be applied
behind them.
The drying of this water-based laquer can take many hours. This can be accelerated by using an external heat source, such as a radiant gas ceramic heater, or a hair
dryer.
Upon being satisfied that the cloth and its adjoining soil are dry, a corner is gently lifted, and the entire strip is pulled in one continuous motion, at about 2‒5 cm/second from the surface in question (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Removing the Laquer Profil.

Fig. 3. Quality control of the profiles.
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Slight mistakes will occur here: tiny patches may be thin, and the cloth may be
visible (Fig. 3). It may be necessary to apply a little water-based laquer to those small
patches, and to gently sprinkle some original soil from the correct location of the original profile onto ist clone in the opposite spot.
The stones and inclusions mentioned above may at this moment be reapplied
to the laquer profile. If they are too large to adhere, they must be cut, using a diamondedged disc on an angle grinder or stone saw. For a flatter profile the stones may be cut
into thin discs, rather than merely being truncated, giving the effect of the laquer profile being cut through them. These pieces or discs are also adhered to the laquer profile
using the same water-based laquer. Of course, a salient brooch or nail is best left protruding.
This profile is left to dry for another 24 hours, to allow the repairs to dry.
Upon this phase being completed, it is time to begin the process of fixing the
geological/archaeological component to the medium bearing it in a more permanent
way: the solvent-based laquer is applied to the profile in two layers, the second while
the first is still moist.
This has two effects: firstly the adhesion of the structure is enhanced, so that the
stratigraphy lifted from ist origin is irrevocably bonded with the medium, and secondly
the laquer restores the brilliance and colour of the by now faded profile. Akin to soil or
stones, which when dry, are grey and lacklustre, the profiles would suffer from colour
fatigue, were these last layers not applied.
The properties of the finished profile are thus:
1) They are very durable, and will withstand blows or shaking;
2) They are vividly coloured, as a freshly cleaned soil profile would be;
3) They can be bent, or folded, if the ensuing crease is of no significance; they can even
be tightly rolled;
4) They do not require a backing, no wooden or metal sheeting to hold them;
5) They can be cut with any pair of metal household scissors;
6) They can be stapled to context sheets, of they can be holed in order to put them into
folders or binders;
7) They can, if small enough, be included in reports or survey results.

2. Notes
a) The reason for choosing Aida-Stoff, used in crochet-work, or embroidery, is that it
has a gauge, i.e. there are lines of strengthened material running up and down through
the material at fixed intervals. These give the material great strength, which is required
when pulling it from the original surface. It requires a certain strength to do so, and the
weight of the laquer profile also has to be born without damage to ist structure.
Between the lines are the thin parts, which greatly facilitate the flow of the water-based laquer in the second phase of application into the original profile. Others have
produced laquer profiles using gauze, but that is thin, and needs backing for structural
integrity, or many layers, leading to overweight and the propensity to break.
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b) The water-based laquer at this point is preferred, as it does not interact with any water in the soil. The water in the soil dilutes the laquer at a certain depth, diminishing
the amount of soil removed, which is the aim.

3. Conclusion
This method does not require heavy wooden boxes, nor backing plates. The size
of the profile is not limited by constraints of mass in most circumstances.
The vivid colours and well fixed soils allow visual and haptic appreciation of
the original soils, whilst being easily worked, or transported or stored.
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